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Human access to the Arctic via the 
sea will improve as sea ice declines.
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But what about overland access and 
transport under climate change?

Human access to the Arctic via the 
sea will improve as sea ice declines.



Overland winter travel in the Arctic

Only very little permanent infrastructure exists in the Arctic

Overland travel in the Arctic is most cost effective and least 
environmentally damaging during winter 

Crucial for 

- infrastructure development and maintenance (e.g. 
transportation of heavy equipment)

- natural resource exploration and extraction

- supplying remote communities 

Two modes of winter travel: 

off-road overland travel, ice roads 

Example of a 
constructed
ice-road on 
the North 
Slope of
Alaska 

Snow pre-packing
activities prior to ice-

road construction

Traces of seismic
trails (for oil and gas 
exploration) across

the tundra



Indices for assessment changes in winter tundra travel

Overland Travel Days (OTDs)

Prerequisites: Ground is frozen (soil temperature < soil-type dependent ground freezing 
temperature in upper 50 cm of soil column) and snow covered (>20 cm)

Ice Road Construction Days (IRCDs)

Prerequisites: Ground is frozen and very cold mean daily air temperatures (-28°C)

Assessment carried out using ISIMIP2b simulations that contributed to the permafrost sector 
(ORCHIDEE-MICT, CLM4.5, LPJmL, JULES)

Domain: Pan-Arctic - continuous permafrost region north of 60° latitutde

Time period: 1860-2100 



Model evaluation for Alaska (>60°N, continuous permafrost)
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What changes are already observed (1970-2018)?

- Decrease of overland travel season by 
1.7 days year-1 on the North Slope of 
Alaska over the period 1970-2018 (~80 
days in total, on average 157 days year-1) 

- The ice road season remained nearly 
constant (2004-2018)



Model evaluation for Alaska (>60°N, continuous permafrost)
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How well do the models reproduce the observed changes (1970-2018) ?

- The LSMs reproduce the 
decreasing number in annual 
OTDs, but underestimating the 
trend

- Deviation to average number 
of OTDs (157 days year-1) ~ 
ranges from -61 days year-1 

(ORCHIDEE-MICT) to +6 days 
year-1 (LPJmL) 



Changes in Overland Travel Days (OTDs) across the Arctic
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Pan-Arctic average (1950-2100)

Reduction in OTDs compared to the reference
(1971-2000)

- Near future (2021-2050): by average -13%

- Far future (2070-2099): 

 -15% (RCP2.6)

 -26% (RCP6.0)

 -40% (RCP8.5) 



Changes in Overland Travel Days (OTDs) across the Arctic

- Most vulnerable to climate change: 
Alaska (USA), the Northwestern 
Russian regions (Yamalo, 
Arkhangelsk Oblast, Nenets, Komi, 
Khanty-Mansiy), Northern Europe 
and Chukotka

- Most resilient to climate change: 
Eastern Siberia (Sakha (Yakutia), 
Khabarovsk Krai, Magadan Oblast



Changes in Ice-Road Construction Days (IRCDs) across the Arctic
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Pan-Arctic average (1950-2100)
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Reduction in IRCDs compared to the reference
(1971-2000)

- Near future (2021-2050): by average -30%

- Far future (2070-2099): 

 -33% (RCP2.6)

 -54% (RCP6.0)

 -72% (RCP8.5) 



Changes in Ice-Road Construction Days (IRCDs) across the Arctic

- Similar patterns compared to OTDs

- Stronger decline already by mid-century
compared to OTDs

- To a certain degree, climate induced 
changes in IRCDs may be 
counterbalanced by improved 
engineering techniques –> increasing 
costs



Summary 

- Climate will considerably impact winter overland travel across the Arctic with large 
socio-economic consequence (for industries and remote villages)

- Stringent climate mitigation policies have the potential to stabilize the impact of 
climate change on winter overland travel after 2050

- Even under RCP2.6, substantially reduced winter overland travel (OTDs -13%, IRCDs -
30%) -- implying a severe threat to livelihoods of remote communities and 
increasing costs for resource exploration and transport across the Arctic

- By end of century, differences (based on RCPs) in OTDs/IRCDs large

- Change in OTDs is most pronounced in the shoulder season, particularly in autumn 
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Thank you!

Anne.Gaedeke@pik-potsdam.de
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